The use of signature-based broadcast authentication for code and data dissemination in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) cannot be avoided. It increases security but requires high computation. Adversaries can exploit the latter condition as an opportunity to send many false signatures. Filtering methods can overcome this vulnerability. Cipher Puzzle is a filtering method that has low storage overhead along with high security, especially against denial of service (DoS) attacks. However, its number of hash iterations cannot be bounded, which causes sender-side delay. This paper proposes a Dynamic Cipher Puzzle (DCP), which uses a threshold function to limit the number of hash iterations. Hence, time at the sender-side can be used more efficiently. Besides, its dynamic puzzle-strength increases the obscurity of the transmitted packet. Simulation and experimental results were analyzed with Arduino 2560. The theoretical results show that the quadratic function outperformed the compared methods. The scheme decreased sender-side delay by 94.6% with a guarantee of zero solution probability in 1.728 ×10 −13 . The experimental results show that the consumption of resources at the sensor node increases with an acceptable value. Moreover, DCP increases the complexity for the attacker to implement probability and signature-based DoS attacks.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) connect users to many sensor nodes in a remote area. Users, especially network administrators, have to perform maintenance on these sensor nodes, which are usually located in places that are hard to reach. An administrator will need to send a patching program, code to fix bugs, or add functions, commands, confidential data, etc. to all of the sensor nodes. Broadcast or multicast is an efficient way for the administrator to communicate with the sensor nodes. However, broadcast communication is vulnerable against flooding with false messages [1, 2] .
Sensor nodes can be protected from attacks using an authentication mechanism that prevents illegitimate users from broadcasting fake messages. There are two types of broadcast authentication, i.e., Message Authentication Code (MAC) and Digital Signature. They are distinguished based on their cryptographic mechanism [3] . The utilization of MAC in WSNs has been discussed in [4] [5] [6] [7] . Digital signature has also been successfully implemented in WSN environments, employing elliptic curve variants [8] [9] [10] or RSA [11] . Unfortunately, both cryptographic mechanisms are weak against DoS attacks. This can deplete the energy of the sensor nodes so that they can no longer be accessed. For Digital Signature, this effect is stronger because a Digital Signature needs more computation than MAC. Attackers can use this vulnerability to send many false digital signatures. From an adversary's point of view, this mechanism is more effective than injecting radio frequency noise [12] . In view of this, filtering methods have been developed. They are used as a complement of the main signature, not a replacement. Their computation must be lower than that of the main signature so that the sensor node can decide as soon as possible whether a packet is fake.
Cipher Puzzle [13] is a filtering method that has low storage overhead along with high security, especially against DoS attacks. Furthermore, it was the first filtering scheme to aggregate confidentiality and resistance to DoS attacks in WSNs. However, its number of hash iterations cannot be bounded which causes sender-side delay. Hence, a mechanism to limit this delay is needed. This paper has two main contributions. Firstly, a new method called Dynamic Cipher Puzzle is proposed, which uses a threshold function to decrease sender-side delay. It generates the puzzle strength dynamically for each puzzle solution produced. Even though it has a low number of hash iterations, it has a guarantee of zero solution probability in 1.728 ×10 −13 . Secondly, the obscurity of the transmitted packet is increased by using a tagging mechanism. Instead of sending the puzzle strength value implicitly, a tag is used. The adversary has to guess the value of the puzzle strength for each message exchange which is more difficult than guessing a static puzzle strength value that is stored in the sensor node. Furthermore, experimental results from a test-bed implementation using Arduino Mega 2560 are presented in this paper to analyze the proposed filtering method's performance at the sensor node.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The notation used in this paper is summarized in Table 1 . Section 2 gives a brief overview of previous works that incorporate several variant of puzzle mechanisms. Section 3 explains the material and methods of the experiment. Section 4 explains the design and implementation of the proposed method. In Section 5, the result of the experiment is discussed. Section 6 contains a brief explanation of the security analysis. Section 7 provides a summary of this paper and possible topics for future work. Maximum value of puzzle-strength N key Number of keys F N Hash Function PS [success,i] Success probability in the puzzle-strength equal to i P success Success probability of the system P f ailure Failure probability of the system P ZS Zero solution probability n DCP Number of hash iteration in the DCP δ L Standard deviation of the puzzle-strength set
Related Works
Filtering methods or weak authenticators are important, especially for protecting wireless sensor networks against DoS attacks. These attacks exploit the high computation of signature verification at the receiver-side. The Client Puzzle scheme was introduced to protect the resources of the server [14] . The main objective of this filtering method is resource efficiency. The puzzle scheme has been modified so it can be implemented in WSN environments. Message Specific Puzzle (MSP) was introduced as the first puzzle scheme for resource-constraint devices [15] . It utilizes a hash function to produce a puzzle for the required security strength and a keychain for the session key. This method has low complexity but requires a powerful sender. To avoid using a puzzle, multiple keychains have been built to differentiate every sender's keychain [16] . This can decrease sender-side delay but every sensor node must store the key commitment from each other sender which increases storage overhead in the sensor node. In other studies, commitment values were utilized instead of a puzzle [12, 17] , while implementing the same session key mechanism. This requirement becomes stricter when a secret message needs to be sent to the WSN. Cipher Puzzle adds the encrypt-then-MAC (ETM) mechanism to ensure confidentiality. Cipher Puzzle has high security but-similar to MSP-also induces sender-side delay. It has been stated that, in MSP, a 22-bit puzzle strength is secure with an acceptable delay [15] . There is no information for suitable puzzle strength in Cipher Puzzle, but it has been stated that the value is a multiplication of eight bits, i.e., it can be 8, 16, 24, and so on. The mean value of the number of hash iterations in every puzzle generation is 2 L [16] . Consequently, if Cipher Puzzle uses puzzle strength of 3 bytes, or 24 bits, then the delay is about 2 24 , which is the average time needed by the sender to find the puzzle's solution. If each iteration costs about 0.1 ms (using an Intel Core i3-2310M CPU @ 2.10GHz -4CPU processor and 3087 MB DDR3) then the time needed for sending each packet is about 2 24 × 0.1 ms = 1,677,721.6 ms, or 27.96 min. This is unreasonable. Moreover, the puzzle strength is fixed and set in the initialization phase. Hence, the time needed to send a message varies and cannot be known; the sender can neither control nor predict it. Dynamic Message Puzzle (DMP) has been proposed in [18] , which utilizes dynamic puzzle length in MSP. This scheme is approximated using heuristic methods that can still be optimized to reduce the delay at the receiver-side. Besides, the messages are sent as plaintext, which is not suitable for code dissemination.
The three mentioned previous puzzle schemes, Client Puzzle, Message Specific Puzzle and Cipher Puzzle, have the same objective. The differences between them are described in Table 2 . 
Cipher Puzzle Overview
Cipher Puzzle is a reconstruction of MSP by adding a confidential security property so it can be implemented for code dissemination. It is a rising approach that has attracted much attention. The objective is to transfer code, confidential data or commands (data dissemination) from the network administrator to the sensor nodes. As a result, the administrator can maintain the sensor nodes remotely. For example, in mobile electronic nose application, the recent procedures must be transmitted to the sensor nodes continuously [19] . It can be done in a secure way without accessing the physical sensor nodes. Cipher Puzzle is implemented in the Deluge protocol and has three agreement mechanisms, i.e., advertise, request, and update verification. Cipher Puzzle is used as the first line of defense in the advertisement packet. Consequently, the system is robust against signature-and request-based DoS attacks.
The detailed steps of Cipher Puzzle Constructor can be seen in Figure 1 . It starts with session key generation using a one-way key chain (see Section 3.1 for details). Then, concatenation of the packet content, the session key, and a random number is done. The third step is ETM. The result is hashed and then the first L bits are split. The output is compared with the pattern that comes from the hash result of the digital signature (Section 3.2). The details of the digital signature are explained in Section 3.3. 
One-Way Key Chain
The session key for each packet is calculated using a one-way key chain mechanism. The idea for the key agreement comes from [20] . It aims to deny illegitimate packets from attackers who try to generate fake puzzle solutions [15] . Before executing the next process, the session key will be checked so if it is not appropriate the packet will be dropped. The drawback of this key generation process is the finite number of keys that can be produced [21] ; this parameter must be defined in the initialization phase.
The main algorithm in the one-way keychain is the hash function. The first step is random number generation. This value is placed in the last position. The key generation is done by Equation (1) [16] :
where K i is the ith session key. This process is repeated until the number of expected (N key ) keys is reached. The set of keys that are used as session keys is represented by Equation (2):
where F i H (x) is the hash function of value x, which is repeated i times. The first key is called the commitment key. This value is sent to the receiver. It is used in the verification process.
Puzzle Solution
Puzzle solution construction is the last step before the packet is sent to the receiver. The idea is to find the hash function result that matches a specific pattern, called the Cipher Puzzle pattern. It starts with concatenation to aggregate several sent parameters, including a random number as puzzle solution and then hashes them. Subsequently, the result is compared with the pattern. The Cipher Puzzle pattern consists of the first L bits of the hash result of the digital signature from the packet content, as expressed in Equation (3):
where ETM K 0 (x) is the encrypt-then-MAC of x using session key K 0 .
If it fails, the process will generate another random number as puzzle solution candidate, P idx . Otherwise, the sender can send the packet.
Digital Signature
Signature generation is computationally expensive, especially for resource-constrained devices. Today, this limitation can be overcome; there are several implementations of public key cryptography (PKC) based authentication methods for resource-constrained environments [8, [22] [23] [24] . However, the number of PKC-based authentications that can be executed in the sensor node is limited.
Among the existing digital signatures, the Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) variants [25] were selected for Cipher Puzzle and MSP. Cipher Puzzle uses TinyECC [8] because the system is implemented in TinyOS, while the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) was selected for MSP [15] . This PKC is the most appropriate algorithm for WSN environments because of its key length [26] . It only consists of 40 bytes for a 40-byte signature which is smaller than RSA, which needs 128 bytes for the same security level [10] .
Dynamic Cipher Puzzle (DCP)
A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 2 . The system starts with offline initialization. This is explained in Section 4.1, followed by real-time communication in Section 4.2. 
Offline Initialization
This step aims to produce the best threshold function, appropriate for the characteristics of Cipher Puzzle. We need information about how many trials are needed to fulfill any given probability of finding the puzzle solution. It is stated in [13, 15] that the probability of finding a solution in the puzzle scheme can be derived from binomial trial. Therefore, the number of trials needed for a given P success and puzzle strength L is expressed by Equation (4).
where n is the number of hash iterations.
In this paper, we propose dynamic puzzle strength (L), ranging from L max to 1. Thus, the maximum number of hash iterations for each trial in DCP is expressed in Equation (5).
The rate of success probability for each puzzle strength also determines the zero solution probability of the system. Furthermore, the proposed method incorporates the puzzle strength dynamically and the success probability of each puzzle strength affects the success probability for the overall system. This case can be approached by using set theory. The universal class (universal set) is the class of all sets [27] . In this case, the universal set of system probability is the union of the success and failure probability. It is computed by Equation (6).
The starting puzzle strength position for DCP trial is at L max and the result is divided into two conditions, i.e., "found" or "failed". In the case of "failed", the system lowers the puzzle strength and starts another trial with a lower puzzle strength and another success probability. This cycle stops when the puzzle is found or the puzzle strength is zero, i.e., zero solution. This condition is illustrated by the Venn diagram in Figure 3 . It shows the first three universal sets from L max to (L max − 2). Iteration continues until the puzzle-strength value is 1. Then, the overall system probability is formulated by Equation (7).
where S denotes the probability of the system, PS describes the success probability for each stated puzzle strength and i is the puzzle strength. The best threshold function in DCP is the function with the lowest value of zero solution probability, as shown in Equation (8) .
In addition, the other considered parameters in determining the best threshold function are the mean of number of hash iterations and its variance. The mean number of hash iterations is important to know because it shows the delay at the sender-side, so that the sender can estimate the time needed to send the message. It is measured by repeatedly using a threshold function in real-time communication.
In this paper, the experiment was repeated 60 times to fulfill a small sample. The last parameter calculated is the standard deviation, using Equation (9) .
The dynamic puzzle strength is treated as a discrete random variable. Variance measurement aims to know the diversity level of puzzle strength. It shows the spread of the puzzle strengths in relation to their mean. The value is high if the data are spread widely in relation to their mean and low if they are clustered near the mean. A higher variance indicates higher complexity to guess the sent puzzle strength.
Based on Equation (4), the total number of hash iterations depends on the success probability for each puzzle strength (P [success,L] ). If the puzzle strength value is dynamic, then its success probability becomes dynamic too. Therefore, we build a relation between them based on the optimum parameters for selecting the best threshold functions, as illustrated in Figure 4 . The first parameter is the zero solution probability as expressed in Equation (8) . DCP aims to get the lowest zero solution probability to makes sure that there will be a solution for each puzzle generation. The surface plot for the zero solution probability for maximum puzzle strength equal to 2 is shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that a higher value of puzzle strength and its success probability leads to a lower probability of zero solution. The second parameter is the number of hash iterations. The aim of this study was to decrease sender-side delay, which is indicated by a lower number of hash iterations for each puzzle generation. The surface plot for the number of hash iterations at maximum puzzle strength equal to 2 is shown in Figure 6 . The lower the puzzle strength and its success probability, the lower the number of hash iterations.
The third parameter is the standard deviation. DCP aims for a high standard deviation, which means high data diversity. A surface diagram of DCP's standard deviation for L max equal to 2 is shown in Figure 7 .
The area of success probability is divided into two areas to make it easier to analyze: "LOW" and "HIGH". Low probability means the success probability is between 0 and 0.5, while high probability means the success probability is between 0.5 and 1. The optimum condition for success probability in DCP for L max = 2 is summarized in Table 3 . 
Area Success Probability on Puzzle Strength Parameter
In Area I, the optimum value is reached by hash iteration (n DCP ) and standard deviation (σ L ), but the probability of zero solution (P ZS ) has the worst value of all areas. Conversely, in Area IV, the optimum value is reached by the probability of zero solution, while the worst value comes from the hash iteration and standard deviation. This indicates that a static value of success probability for each puzzle strength is not recommended. This is because if the success probability value is "LOW" then the zero solution probability is worst. In contrast, if the value of success probability is "HIGH" then the number of hash iterations and standard deviation is worst. The options remain are Areas II and III. The values of n DCP and σ L in Area II are better than in Area III. In Area II, the mean number of hash iterations is lower and the standard deviation are higher than in Area III. Meanwhile, the probability of zero solution is almost the same in both areas. Based on this analysis, Area II was selected as the basis for the relationship between success probability and puzzle strength. Area II reflects that a higher value of puzzle strength leads to a lower success probability. This hypothesis is supported by another study [18] . Based on the result of this paper, the value of success probability in the optimum threshold function comes from either a linear function that has a positive slope or from a concave function. Consequently, the success probability is built from both functions.
First, two coordinate points that are passed by a linear and quadratic equation are defined. The x-coordinates represent the puzzle-strength value in bits. The y-coordinates represent the success probability of each puzzle strength, ranging from zero to one. The first coordinate point (x 1 , y 1 ) is (L max + 1, 0). This means that it is impossible to have puzzle strength larger than L max . The second point (x 2 , y 2 ) is (1, ε), where 0 < ε < 1. This is used as a performance parameter that reflects the expected success probability in the lowest puzzle-strength. A higher value of ε leads to a higher possibility of producing a solution at the lowest puzzle strength (L = 1). A value close to 1 needs to be assigned to this variable. This paper expects ε = 1 − 10 −10 as a representative value. Based on these points, a linear equation from the basic form is built as expressed in Equation (10) .
Furthermore, a quadratic equation formed by the success probability is derived from the basic quadratic function that passes point (x 1 , 0), as expressed in Equation (11) .
Both success probability Equations (Equations (10) and (11)), are combined with Equation (4) to get information about the number of trials needed in DCP for a high value of success probability. The first threshold function, using linear success probability, is defined by Equation (12) .
The second threshold function, using quadratic success probability, is defined by Equation (13) .
Real-Time Communication
The next process after getting the threshold function is real-time communication implementation between sender, or administrator, and receiver, or sensor node. The detailed activities of the sender are explained by Algorithm 1, while Algorithm 2 gives the detailed activities on the receiver side.
Algorithm 1: Dynamic Cipher Puzzle constructor at the sender-side
Input: The session key K idx , index and maximum puzzle strength L max is known from the system initialization while M input by user. Output: Sending packet P DCP to the sensor node or zero solution The initialization phase on the sender side is divided into two steps. Firstly, the sender has to determine the value of maximum puzzle strength (L max ), which contains the length of the pattern in units of bits. There is no exact value for this parameter. MSP recommends 22 bits [15] , which is considered a proper number. The reason is that the higher is the puzzle strength, the higher is the number of trials needed to find the puzzle solution. Another motivation is the increase of sender-side delay. Secondly, the sender has to decide the length of the session key and build the keychain. There is no specific number for the key length, because re-keying methods can be used. The activity of the sender starts with digital signature creation. ECDSA, a PKC-based signing method, is used (Line 1 in Algorithm 1). Later, the threshold value is determined based on the maximum puzzle strength and the selected threshold function (Lines 2-4 in Algorithm 1). Next, puzzle solution construction can be started (Lines 6-19 in Algorithm 1). The first activity is comparing the number of iterations with the threshold value (Line 7 in Algorithm 1). If the number of iterations is under the threshold value, then the sender can generate a random number for a candidate puzzle solution (Line 9 in Algorithm 1). The next step is ETM. This method aggregates the message, a random number, and the session key (Lines 10-11 in Algorithm 1). The first L bits of the ETM result are compared with the hash of the signature (Line 12 in Algorithm 1). If there is a match, then the puzzle solution has been found. Otherwise, DCP starts another trial by using a different random value for srand. This trial process is continued until the puzzle solution is found or the number of trials exceeds the threshold value. If this happens, then the threshold value is re-computed by adding a new threshold value from a lower value of puzzle strength (Lines 16-17 in Algorithm 1). The result of puzzle solution construction is either puzzle "solution created" or "zero solution". After the puzzle solution has been found, the next process is tag creation (Line 21 in Algorithm 1). The final activity is to send a concatenation of signature, tag, MAC, and encrypted message (Lines 25-26 in Algorithm 1).
Reception starts with the incoming P DCP packet. The first process is tag verification (Line 2 in Algorithm 2), trying every possible value of the current puzzle strength (L) starting with maximum puzzle strength. The receiver has to try up to L max times for each incoming packet based on its stored index and previous puzzle strength. If the tag is valid, then the process is continued with verification of the puzzle, including the MAC (Lines 13-16 in Algorithm 2). If the MAC and puzzle are valid, then the receiver can decrypt the incoming message (Line 17 in Algorithm 2). Based on part of the decrypted message, session key verification can be started (Line 20 in Algorithm 2). This aims to deny fake puzzle solutions. The last activity is ECDSA verification (Line 21 in Algorithm 2) to ensure the authenticity of the sender.
Implementation and Performance Evaluation
This section discusses the experimental testing of the proposed methods. The proposed threshold functions were compared with quartile threshold functions [18] . The candidates are listed in Table 4 . The first step after finding the threshold function candidates was sending a message from the administrator to the sensor nodes. Based on IEEE 802.15.4 standardization, the packet size was 102 bytes. In addition, the detailed payload for each sent packet in the DCP is shown in Figure 8 . This consists of a digital signature, tag, MAC, and encrypted data that are composed of a message, session key, and puzzle solution. The message content may vary but the length is between 1 and 30 bytes, while the lengths of the session key and puzzle solution are 8 and 4 bytes, respectively. Consequently, the total length of the encrypted data is the sum of those values, its value ranging from 13 to 42 bytes. Furthermore, we used HMAC-SHA1 and ECDSA to produce 20 bytes of MAC and 40 bytes of signature. The maximum puzzle-strength is 24 bits. This value comes from a multiplication of 8 bits close to 22 bits, as recommended by Ning and Liu [15] considering system performance. Subsequently, the proposed schemes were simulated on Network Simulator-3 (NS-3) using the WSN module. 
Simulation Results
The detailed network topology of our proposed scheme experiment is illustrated in Figure 9 . It consists of the sender, or the administrator (STA1), two routers (R1 and R2), one base station, and several sensor nodes (SN 1−N ) as receivers.
Instead of data authentication, there is a further requirement to authenticate the entity or user. An administrator must be registered as a legitimate user. The main concern is not only the adversaries but also the resource constraint characteristics of wireless sensor networks. Smart-card-based password authentication by Wang and Wang [28] has been proposed. This provides security against the hardest adversary model. In addition, "fuzzy-verifier" and "honeywords" are integrated. This scheme avoids user, or sender, corruption and server, or receiver, compromised. Furthermore, it can be implemented in the single-or multi-server architecture. Moreover, mutual authentication protocol using Elliptic Curve Cryptography has been proposed [29] specific in the multi-server environments. This provides security against all known attacks, un-traceability, and perfect forward security. For simplicity, this paper does not take into account user authentication. The detailed mechanism of both user authentications explained in [28, 29] . The simulation aims to explore threshold function behavior. Therefore, the proposed threshold functions were compared with quartile threshold functions [18] through four parameters: zero solution probability, mean number of hash iterations, standard deviation, and maximum number of hash iterations, as explained in Sections 5.1.1-5.1.4, respectively.
Zero Solution Probability
This parameter measures the probability of zero puzzle strength (the puzzle having no solution). This is crucial to the dynamic puzzle scheme, which focuses on reducing sender-side delay. As mentioned before, the system aims to get a puzzle solution in the first trial, ranging from L max to 1. This has an impact on the possibility of not finding a puzzle solution because the number of hash iterations is smaller than the average value. The proposed scheme, consisting of two possible threshold functions (Linear and quadratic), was compared with quartile threshold functions, i.e., Q1power1, Q1power2, and Q1exp [18] . The result is shown in Figure 10 . It shows the logarithmic value of zero solution probability, because the deviation between them is high. The lowest value of zero solution probability was achieved by Q1power1 at 1.059 ×10 −27 (−26.9 in log basis 10). The highest value of zero solution probability came from Q1power2 at 0.00766 (−2.1158 in log basis 10). The zero solution probability values of the linear and quadratic threshold functions were 2.961 ×10 −16 (−15.5 in log basis 10) and 1.728 ×10 −13 (−12.7 in log basis 10), respectively. They were lower than Q1exp but higher than Q1power1. This means that both functions performed better than Q1exp but worse than Q1power1.
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Mean Number of Hash Iterations
The mean number of hash iterations was evaluated by repeating puzzle generation 500 times at the sender side. This experiment compared the use of DCP with four different threshold functions (Linear and quadratic for the proposed scheme; Q1power1 and Q1exp as quartile threshold functions [18] ) and without threshold function [13] . The result is shown in the Figure 11 . The highest value of the mean number of hash iterations definitely came from the original Cipher Puzzle without threshold function. This is because the system never stops until the solution is found; there is no boundary. Furthermore, the lowest value of the mean number of hash iterations was achieved by DCP using the quadratic threshold function. The value was 901,389 trials of the hashing process, i.e., a decrease by 94.6% compared to the mean number of hash iterations in the original Cipher Puzzle with 24-bit puzzle strength (2 24 = 16,777,216). 
Standard Deviation
A high diversity of puzzle strength makes it difficult to guess by adversaries. This parameter was used to compare the four threshold functions when implemented in DCP. The result is shown in Figure 12 . The highest standard deviation came from Q1power2, followed by Quadratic, Q1power1, and Q1exp, sequentially. The lowest standard deviation was produced by the linear threshold function. 
Maximum Number of Hash Iterations
This parameter was used to measure the maximum time or number of hash iterations needed for each puzzle generation. It compares the total number of hash iterations from the highest L max to the lowest puzzle strength (L = 1) from the proposed scheme (for linear and quadratic threshold functions) and the previous methods (for Q1power1, Q1power2, and Q1exp). The result is shown in Figure 13 . The highest value of maximum number of hash iterations was achieved by Q1power1, followed by Q1exp, Q1power2, and the linear function, sequentially. The lowest value of maximum number of hash iterations came from the quadratic function. The deviation between the highest and the lowest value of the maximum number of hash iterations was 7,664,810. In other words, for the quadratic threshold function, it was lower by 95.54% than for Q1power1.
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Experimental Results
A simulation was made of a network construction for real communication between a sender and a wireless sensor network. The administrator utilized a workstation with specifications Intel Core i3-2310M CPU @ 2.10 GHz-4CPUs processor and 6144 MB DDR3. The receiver used an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller, consisting of a microcontroller, ESP8266 WiFi Shield, an MQ7 sensor, and an LCD. The details are shown in Figure 14 . This node was used to detect poisonous gasses so the MQ7 was utilized to sense carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations in the air. The main purpose of the experiment was to test the incoming packet verification process in the sensor nodes. The proposed method should decrease sender-side delay. Consequently, it increases the activity at the receiver-side. Therefore, the consumption of time, energy and other resources needed for each verification process was analyzed. The effect of tag verification from the dynamic puzzle in our proposed method (DCP) and DMP [18] was evaluated, as discussed in Section 5.2.1. In addition, the total resources needed for the full DCP verification process were observed based on four parameters: RAM, energy, and storage overhead. Finally, the DCP results were compared with those from Cipher Puzzle and DMP, as discussed in Section 5.2.2.
Resource Consumption for Tag Verification
Additional resources at the sensor node are required for tag verification. The receiver has to do up to L max trials of the hash function. The resources needed for each trial were analyzed, i.e., the time consumption and the CPU energy consumption for the dynamic puzzle, as illustrated in Figure 15 . In Figure 15a , a lower puzzle strength sent by the administrator led to more energy and time needed by the sensor node for the verification process. The time interval for each trial was almost constant, i.e., about 57.749 milliseconds. This was the time needed for the concatenation and hash operations of each trial. Figure 15b illustrates a comparison of CPU energy consumption between DCP and DMP. The energy needed to verify tags was higher for DCP than for DMP at puzzle strength higher than 6-bit. However, the energy needed by DMP was higher than by DCP at puzzle strength lower than 6-bit, because the range of the energy interval for each puzzle strength increase in DMP was higher than in DCP. The reason is that bit manipulation in the tag of MSP is done on the whole received packet, while in the tag of DCP it is done on only the 20 bytes of the MAC. 
Resource Consumption for Full Verification
For each packet received, Arduino is required to run a series of verification processes to deal at least with signature-based DoS attacks. Three methods that utilize either dynamic (DMP and DCP) or static (Cipher Puzzle) puzzle strength were analyzed. The resources required by these three verification schemes can be seen in Figure 16 . The resource consumption of DMP was the lowest. This is because DMP does not utilize a confidentiality mechanism, so there is no ETM activity in DMP; it only verifies tag, session key, puzzle, and signature while the other methods utilize ETM to guarantee confidentiality. DCP consumed the most resources. The value was higher than for Cipher Puzzle because, apart from ETM and signature verification, DCP also requires tag verification. This process is necessary to get information about the puzzle strength and the index of the sender. Even though DCP resource consumption was higher than that of Cipher Puzzle, the difference was quite small, i.e., only 0.0397%, 2.32%, 0.165% and 0.044% for time, storage, RAM, and energy, respectively. This is still acceptable. From the simulation results it can be seen that the quadratic threshold function in DCP outperformed the others. It got the best performance for three out of four parameters, i.e., mean, deviation, and maximum of number of hash iterations. This is because Q2power2 is not recommended for use as a threshold function due to the existence of zero solution puzzles [18] . Furthermore, zero solution probability for the quadratic function was not the lowest but still higher than for Q1power2 and Q1exp. This guarantees that the success probability of finding a solution is about 1 − (10 −10 ). Based on the experimental results, it can be seen that the energy needed for DCP verification was the highest. However, this additional energy is still acceptable compared with Cipher Puzzle. The additional resources are offset by decreased sender-side delay. 
Security Analysis
This section gives a brief explanation of the puzzle security of the proposed scheme and how the proposed scheme faces attacks that are detailed explained using adversary model. Two types of attacks are discussed: probability attacks and signature-based DoS attacks.
Puzzle Security
There are three main properties for a secure puzzle protocol in order to resilience against resource exhaustion DoS attacks, i.e., unforgeability, difficulty preservation, and solver identity complexity [30] . The first property of DCP can be known by looking at its formal definition. The puzzle concept is the same as in other methods, such as HashTrail and HashInversion [30] , but the details differ. The formal definition of the DCP scheme follows the idea from [30] and can be explained as follows: DYNAMIC CIPHER PUZZLE Let H : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} k be a publicly known hash function and a fix LSpace = [1, L max ], pSpace = {0, 1} * × {0, 1} k and sSpace = {0, 1} * . The Dynamic Cipher Puzzle is a quadruple of algorithms :
is the generation algorithm which on input L randomly chosen x ∈ {0, 1} k , computes H(Sig(x)) and outputs puzzle instance puz = {L, x, H(Sig(x)), K idx+1 } • Find (puz, t max ) is the solving algorithm that on input puz and the number of steps t max iteratively samples at most
Ver(puz, sol) is the algorithm that takes puz, sol as input and return one if
.L and zero otherwise.
Based on DCP's formal definition, it can be concluded that this scheme is unforgeable. It assures DoS resilience by combining a puzzle with MAC using a session key. Thus, it is hard for adversaries to find the solution without knowing the session key and index that match the puzzle strength (also called puzzle difficulty).
The second property is difficulty preservation. It consists of fairness of the first kind, or fairness in answering, and fairness of the second kind, or fairness in solving [30] . Fairness in answering means that if the adversary fails to solve the puzzle then it is bounded by t iterations. The bound is negligible and constant in the puzzle strength parameter. The average iterations needed to produce an L-bit puzzle is stated in Equation (13) . If an adversary fails to find the solution, then he may exceed the minimum iterations value. This means DCP has fairness in answering. Fairness in solving means that an adversary cannot produce a puzzle solution in fewer than t max iterations bounded by negligible and constant puzzle strength. DCP holds this property since, regardless of the puzzle strength value, the number of t max , stated in Equation (5), is constant.
The third property of DCP can be known by looking at the protocol details of the DCP scheme, as shown in Figure 17 . Puzzle generation and solving is initiated by the sender. Therefore, an adversary does not have any information about the puzzle's content. Furthermore, the identity of the solver in the DCP scheme can be known through its signature. This study selected ECDSA, which has a 20-byte length for both the public key and the private key. This is safe enough to authenticate the identity of the sender. 
Adversary Model
This section discusses the details of the environment of the adversary. It aims to make an assessment of the security model. Furthermore, an adversary model is developed to represent a real threat. This model was inspired by previous works [29, 31] Capability C-1 means that A can eavesdrop, intercept, delete, modify or resend a transmitted message. Capability C-2 implies that the space of each item in the tag is limited. The puzzle solution length is 4 bytes. This value was chosen in order to reduce space overhead. The maximum puzzle strength for this condition that has been tested is 26-bit [15] . Therefore, the puzzle strength range that can be used is [1..26] . Meanwhile, index represents the position of the session key. Therefore, the maximum value of index is Nkey. The size of the tag is limited by [Nkey × 26 × 26]. Capability C-3 is common, because the sensor nodes are usually placed in hostile areas and receive minimum attention. The last capability, C-4, refers to A trying to produce a large copy of the puzzle with lower puzzle strength. This kind of attack aims to deplete the resources of the sensor node.
Probability Attack
The principle of a probability attack is finding a fake combination of puzzle and solution with the same puzzle strength as that of the system [16] . This attack has the same possibility as the system to find the puzzle solution. It can be mitigated by using a dynamic length for puzzle strength and pattern. Both parameters have different values for each packet that is sent. Based on capabilities C-1 and C-2, A can intercept transmitted message [Sig, tag, MAC, EncM]. Therefore, A can find a fake puzzle solution as follows:
Step 1:
Step 3: Validate correctness of tag * i by checking if the first L * i bits of thetag * i and the intercepted tag are the same.
Step 4: Repeat Steps 1-3 until the correct combination is found to form a valid tag.
Step 5: Calculate MAC * i from the hash result of the concatenation of the first L * i bits of the intercepted Sig and the first (160 − L * i ) bits of the rest intercepted message after tag * i .
Step 6: Calculate the predicted position of encrypted message, session key and puzzle solution as EncM * i in the rest of the intercepted message after MAC * i .
Step 7: Validate correctness of the puzzle solution by checking if the ETM of the EncM * i using the last stored session key Kidx * i and the MAC * i are the same.
Steps 1-3 in the above activity aim to get information about the index and transmitted puzzle strength. It appears to be a simple method but collision cannot be avoided. The tag value is added among three variables that are in almost the same range. Assuming that the number of keys is 10 2 , the number of possible combinations of tags is 100 × 26 × 26 = 67,600 items. However, a valid combination cannot be used directly. The predicted tag value may be wrong, so A must ensure that the puzzle is valid by continuing to Step 7. Steps 5 and 6 determine the position of the intercepted MAC and EncM. If the predicted tag is invalid, then the predicted MAC and EncM are invalid too. Before continuing to the last step, A has to predict the session key. The length of the key is 64 bits. Using a brute force method, A has to try 2 64 combinations. Consequently, the obscurity depends on the session key as the center of randomness in the MAC production. The time constraint of this type of attack is determined by the time interval T interval of the transmitted packet. It needs only 6.53 ms (payload 102 bytes and bandwidth 250 kbps) [13] .
Signature-Based DoS Attacks
Signature-based DoS attacks are broadcast attacks that utilize a fake signature to flood communication in the sensor node. Signature verification is an expensive computation in resource-constrained devices; it can still be implemented but only limitedly. In addition, signature-based DoS attacks disturb the communication in the sensor node. To succeed in sending a fake signature, A must pass the tag and DCP verification. The details of fake puzzle generation are described in Section 6.2.1. If A passes Step 7, then the predicted session key must be validated before the main authentication verification. There are two conditions in which A can pass Step 7. Firstly, the session key is valid and the encrypted puzzle solution is valid too. Secondly, the session key looks valid (but in fact is invalid) because the encrypted puzzle solution is invalid. The second condition can occur because the predicted combination of encrypted puzzle solution and session key is wrong. If the first condition occurs, then A can directly attack the main signature by guessing the public key of the sender. This is because the list of authorized public keys is stored in the sensor node. If A has capability C-3 then he will also have C-4, which means that the session key and authorized public keys are exposed. Therefore, the compromised node must be detected and exiled from the system, for which several optional mechanisms can be used [32] [33] [34] . For simplicity, the details of these mechanisms are not discussed in this manuscript. Moreover, the sender or administrator must initiate re-keying of the session key. It will be broadcast along with the list of authorized public keys to the non-compromised sensor nodes through a secure channel.
Conclusions
In this research, the performance of a new filtering method added to Cipher Puzzle, specifically for wireless sensor networks, was investigated. This method aims to mitigate signature-based DoS attacks. In the implementation of Cipher Puzzle, there is an uncontrollable event in finding the puzzle solution that creates sender-side delay. This paper proposes the Dynamic Cipher Puzzle (DCP) scheme, which uses linear and quadratic threshold functions to reduce sender-side delay, so the sender can process the outgoing packets more efficiently. The simulation results show that DCP using a quadratic threshold function outperformed the other methods, decreasing sender-side delay by 94% with the guarantee of finding a puzzle solution. Furthermore, the high standard deviation and implicit puzzle strength make the attack complexity higher than using static puzzle strength.
As a result of additional activity, the resources used by the sensor nodes increase. Thus, the consumption of time, storage, RAM and energy on the receiver-side goes up but is still acceptable, i.e., the increase is under 3%. In the future, it is desirable to develop a scheme for multi-hop wireless sensor networks that increases the experimental challenge.
